RECENT PERSPECTIVES IN THE STUDY OF BALTIC METRICS

1. It goes without saying that the implications of the investigation of metric systems in Baltic languages go beyond Baltic studies in the narrower sense and influence such fields as comparative Indo-European metrics, linguistics, philology and literary studies. In spite of this obvious fact there is a lack of those researches which either give a survey of this subject matter or deal with its importance at least in a programmatic way. Fortunately, most recently we have seen such results in Baltic metric investigations that make it predictable, just by taking them into account, that a new synthesis is going to take place soon in the study of Baltic metrics. We should like to contribute to this by outlining some relevant aspects and new research perspectives.

2. As far as the importance of these investigations is concerned, it is obvious that the archaic phonemics and tonemetics of Lithuanian and Latvian can be related to the very old strata of Indo-European metrics. Since Baltic studies as an independent field of comparative philology came into existence, many attempts have been made to create — by way of a method which can more or less be called a philological reconstruction — on the basis of Baltic languages morphological, syntactic, phraseological units of the “common Indo-European”. Here rich mythological, linguistic and philological contrastive data have been utilized, but
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1 The international metrical handbooks and poetical encyclopedias do not deal with a summary of Baltic metrics. Latvian resp. Lithuanian metrics are touched in the handbooks of literary histories. Linguistic works, while mentioning accent system, usually refer to some extent to metrical problems. Folk music researches often refer to the tunes and metrical forms of Baltic folk poetry. However, no major work on Baltic metrics has ever been published. The bibliographical references in notes below give a necessary insight into the problems of Baltic metrics, and usually have further references.

there has been no special mention of particular metric problems. Moreover, in spite of opening up new perspectives for comparative research, the very promising recent Indo-European metric investigations have dealt with Baltic metric systems only in passing.

3. Even from a regional (areal) viewpoint it is very significant to carry out the comparative and historico-typological investigation of Baltic metrics. The excellent Polish and the newly revived White Russian metric researches have pointed out the fact that the so-called syllabo-tonic metrics is characterized by eastward migration, which started in the 16th century and was best known embodied in Simeon Polocky’s (“Russian”) metrical reform in the 17th century. The study of Baltic metrics from the viewpoint of its historical development phases is important because in Baltic languages metrics has been in general of a folklore character for quite a long time and professional artistic poetry came to life relatively late. The protestant “revolution” in metrics was represented in Lithuanian by versified preface to his *Cathecismusa prasty szadei* (‘The Simple Words of Cathechism’ by Marthas Mažvydas, printed in Königsberg in 1547, furtheron in his remarks concerning poetry and metrics in the same books, and, in addition, in his posthumously published psalter *Giesmès Krikščioniškos* (‘Christian Songs’, vol. I—II, 1566—1570). After this, however, it was as late as the 18th century that the metrics of professional Lithuanian literature began to emerge. It seems possible that protestant books were printed in the Latvian (and Estonian) languages as early as 1525, which already referred to the new metric ideas of protestantism. The first in Latvian published


A summary of previous researches: Иванов В. В., Топоров В. Н. Исследования в области славянских древностей. Лексические и фразеологические вопросы реконструкции текстов. М., 1974.


Undeutsche Psalmen (1587) indicates the influence of a foreign metric system in Baltic and this became dominant in a century later, as is shown by Henrikus Adolfs in his Lettische Geistliche Lieder und Collecten (Curland, 1685). For the sake of completeness we have to mention that the first Estonian songbook left to us, which contains verse translations, is Abraham Winckler’s Neu Estnisches Gesangbuch from 1656. As a matter of fact, literary and religious poetry in Estonian has been continuous from the 17th century onwards. We know, unfortunately, virtually nothing about Old-Prussian metrics (despite the two verse lines in the 1561 Enchiridion). Nevertheless, the general picture of Baltic metrics at this time can be said to be homogeneous: it is the spread of Lutheranism that brings new metrical forms in the native tongues of the Baltic area. We may not exclude the influence of earlier religious (Latin, Greek, Slavic) or exceptionally literary metrics on Baltic versification. However, we have not found any sign of this phenomenon. Swedish (probably also Danish and Finnish) metrics must have also found its way to the literature of the Baltic peoples by way of the spread of protestantism, but this process only followed the previously mentioned period, and we have no investigation of the data which might prove its significance.

4. If we want to become better acquainted with the specific and typical features of Baltic metrics, we have to turn to folk poetry. Fortunately enough, the Baltic folklore is not only exceedingly rich but also collected in unique high quantities and well elaborated, so we have abundant data evidence at our disposal for metrical studies. Despite these possibilities the number of major studies in Baltic folklore metrics is very low.

The results of international folklore research suggest that we should also account for constant genre differences in folklore metrics. Generally the ritual songs, children’s songs and rhymes, and other improvised forms represent independent, very archaic but at the same time diverse metrical forms. Even the mere catalogue-like systematization of these may prove difficult. Dance songs, religious folk songs and hymns, ballads and romances, soldiers’ songs and workers’ songs are in Baltic folklore metrical of a later stratum and in tune and text follow international patterns. Thus, the central and original system of Baltic folk metrics can be deducted from the epics and strophic lyrical songs. Both Lithuanian and Latvian folklore are abounding in lyrical songs (Lithuanian daina, Latvian dziesma), and they have some non-strophic songs of varying length, although no real epic poetry has formed in Baltic folklore. Their metrics is text-based (opposed to tune-based), and this phenomenon is also supported by the linguistical-metrical forms of proverbs, riddles, and phraseological units as well. Baltic paroemiological folklore is inexhaustible which also adds to the large quantity of data obtainable for metrical researches. Though traditional folklore research sometimes isolated music from text, up to the present time such enormous number of song variants has been collected that it has become feasible to write a descriptive folklore metrics of the Baltic languages.

5. As far as the interpretation of metric forms is concerned, according to the traditional view both the more archaic and homogeneous Latvian and the rich-
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er and more diverse Lithuanian folklore metrical system is also of "quantitative" character and is generally arranged in four-line (rarely six-line) strophes which, however, do not possess a specific stanzaic form. Its ictus system can be defined by a dactylic-trochaic character, especially in Lithuanian with the archaic practice of the so-called Flickvokal usage, where additional subsidiary vowels (mostly at the end of the words) are used to accomplish metrical rules. The number of syllables in a line in principle varies between 6–8–10, the most frequent is the asymmetric (5+3) octo-syllabism both in Lithuanian and Latvian, which the investigators of Indo-European metrics relate with the Indo-European asymmetric decasyllable which is claimed to be a very old form. Because of its possible contacts with the Indo-European decasyllable, the Baltic octosyllable is regarded also as a very archaic phenomenon. Although more will be said about it later we have to mention also now that the Finnish (!), Estonian and the other related Balto-Finnic folklore metrics also favour octosyllabism. This very important problem deserves special treatment. Morphophonetically Baltic metrics is characterized by extensive syntactic parallelism, which is again common in Balto-Finnic metrics. At the same time rhyme and also homoteleuton in Baltic metrics are surely later formations, inseparable from the above mentioned international influences on Baltic metrics.

Considering the more recent studies we can say that the folklorists have paid keen attention to the rhythm and tunes of the Baltic folk poetry (usually discussed according to the genre differences), and also to its stylistics, poetics and music. However, the metric systematization of all these phenomena has not been done yet, although certain preliminary observations have been made. Some scholars who have dealt with relationships of metrics with language in general have pointed out that the natural rhythmic factors of language are organized according to a given obligatory metrical system. Thus, the "secondary" metrics generally goes in the direction of syllabism (sometimes even in the direction of syllabo-
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tonism), and its investigation can open up new perspectives in the researches of Baltic metrics as well.

6. Curiously enough it is not the recent inner advancement of Baltic studies that has lead to new discoveries in Baltic metrics but that of general metrics, linguistics and phonetics. In addition the new ways and results of Balto-Finnic metric research also seem usefully applicable in Baltic philology.

6.1. The "new" prosody research in the narrower sense has not been taken into account from the viewpoint of Baltic studies so far, although its relevance is again obvious in Baltic (especially in Lithuanian) metrics, mostly because it is the striking problem of stress and pitch (i.e. of accentuation and tonemies) in Indo-European that was investigated.

6.2. Inseparably from the phonetics and tonemic research initiated by Roman Jakobson and his circle, Valdis Zeps was already about a decade ago of the view that the metrics of the traditional Latvian folklore is not stress-based but syllable-based and each line is divided by a cesure. This idea can easily be applied to Lithuanian folk poetry as well. And exercising some caution the same conclusions can be drawn concerning traditional Finnish folklore metrics. However, the first similar Finnish studies emphasized the importance of morpho-phonetic features in the closely related twin categories of meter and rhythm. Here we can add that similar observations can be made as regards Estonian metrics too. For the time being, however, we just put forward these views as implications, because their general acceptance would be premature yet.

6.3. Some of the results of recent Finnish and Estonian metrical research have to be mentioned separately here. As it is well known, the relationship between Baltic folklore and Balto-Finnic folklore has been continuous and multiplex, and especially in the field of metrics the already mentioned similarity between daina-metrics and the so-called Kalevala-metrics may have become striking to the experts. But these are not the only reasons why we refer to those results. We have also to add that the Baltic and Balto-Finnic metrical systems in their developmental stages show a genetic and typological analogy, which has not been dealt properly with so far.

In traditional Finnish metrics we find the accent-syllable theory, and similar view was favored by Estonian metricists. Although between the two world wars Professor Walter Anderson examined carefully the syllabic stress system of the Estho-
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nian versification, it is only today that the achievements of his statistical method\textsuperscript{17} have been understood by recent scholars and, moreover, he then did not explicate systematically his ideas concerning a meter theory either. Contemporary Finnish metrical research – e.g., Pentti Leino’s folkloristic and linguistic studies – first yielded a detailed picture of alliteration\textsuperscript{18}, then dealt with the main problems of the Kalevala-metrics\textsuperscript{19}. Although his researches are far from being accomplished, what we can conclude from them is that the characteristic Finnish meter should be more closely connected with the general theory of meter than it has been done until now. It seems likely that in Finnish we also have to do with a syllabic by principle metrics in which the following oppositions prevail: strong – neutral – weak. The traditional but arbitrary genetic identification of Finnish metrics with either Mordvinian proper, or the more general and distant Finno-Ugric metrical systems seems at present to be an overemphasized and similarly untenable view.

The modern Estonian metric research has set out to investigate quite different problems, which, even if they do not make it possible to outline a metrical scheme valid for the whole Estonian folk literature, serve to compliment Finnish and Baltic metric research. One has obtained a much more exact picture of the transitory forms, as from the so-called regivärsiline rahvalaul ‘set-meter-folksong’ to the riimiline rahvalaul ‘rhymed folksong’, which took place in the 18\textendash 19th centuries\textsuperscript{20}. Of particular interest are the metric studies by Jaak Pöldmäe who investigates the metrical systems of the Estonian poetry in the last 150 years\textsuperscript{21}. He managed to show that in Estonian there are no less than eight possible metric systems, which can be grouped in a series ranging from the simple accentual system to the syllabo-tonic system (resp. to the free verse). Pöldmäe, following V. V. Ivanov, calls his system axiomatic and does not draw detailed historical conclusions. Nevertheless, future investigations should be pursued in the direction of historical and comparative metrical studies shown by his main results.

7. As far as the proper perspectives of Baltic metrics are concerned, on the basis of what we have summed up so far the following future tasks of researches should be mentioned.

7.1. A descriptive, but axiomatic in its method, summary of both Latvian and Lithuanian metric systems should be worked out; that is the presentation of every relevant metric system in folk poetry and high literature of the Baltic people. Naturally, what we have in mind is not a mere catalogue of every meter but an enumeration and evaluation of all existing metrical systems among the Baltic peoples.

7.2. Afterwards a historical-contrastive investigation should take place, most usefully within the framework of Baltic philological studies. Thus Lithua

\textsuperscript{17} W. Anderson. Studien zur Wortsilbenstatistik der älteren estnischen Volkslieder. Tartu, 1935 (Acta et Commentationes Universitatis Tartuensis B XXXIV, 1).
\textsuperscript{19} P. Leino. Kalevalamitan ongelmia. – „Kalevalaseuran – Vuosikirja“, 1974, t. 54, p. 243\textendash 269.
\textsuperscript{21} Пыльдмяэ Я. Р. Системы эстонского стихосложения и черты развития силлабо-tonической системы XX века. Тарту, 1971.
nian and Latvian data would join each other. In this method the differences in the metric systems, or between folk poetry and high literature could easily be revealed, on the one hand, and the developmental tendencies of different metrical systems of artistic poetry would also be shown, on the other. Research so far has been necessarily and dominantly genetic in character and has favored the investigations of the "Indo-European origins". Now it is time to move a step further and investigate Baltic metrics with complex areal-typological method.

7.3. With regard to the origins and essence of Baltic metrical systems even former investigations have revealed the mutual relationships of rhythm and meter, linguistic and poetic, text based and tune based, generic and individual features. Today complex descriptive analyses are needed to clarify all these further.

7.4. As far as theoretical investigations are concerned, the above mentioned remarks would suffice for complex metric research. If we can conclude our search for perspectives by saying that we do not know yet again what the original system of Baltic metrics looks like, this can be contributed to previous research and it can be a pledge for new investigations.

8. This work has an intermediary status, as it were, and beyond it further research work can be accomplished. Among these here we mention only the next and most important ones.

8.1. Regarding the theory of meter the recent Halle—Keyser school of stress and accent metrics and the debates concerning this trend pertain directly to English metrics, but the question of accentuation was presented in such a way that the ideas involved seem to be applicable to Baltic metrics. However, works with this orientation have not appeared as yet. We firmly hope this method will be put to use by scholars of Baltic metrics in the near future.

8.2. The specific investigation of the specific features of the different Baltic dialects is a separate question which remained unsolved so far. Traditional metrics presupposed the existence of a single system within each given language. Modern metrics, on the other hand, postulates more than one system where one mutually influences the other and where small differences and qualities should also be taken into account. In Baltic languages (and in the neighbouring languages too) there was a strong dialectization tendency and this phenomenon should also be considered directly in metrics.

Without a claim for completeness the following dialect differences are to be accounted for. In Finnish, the difference between Western (Häme) and Eastern (Karelian) dialects — this problem has already come up in connection with the possible origin of Kalevala-metrics, but without the necessary emphasis and final results in researches; in Estonian, the difference between Northern and Southern (within this the Setu) dialects; in Latvian, the relationship of the Latga-
lian metrics with the standard Latvian; historically even the question of the Kurian metrics; in Lithuanian, the main difference between Western (also Prussian) and Eastern dialects, historically the Old Prussian metrics also belong here, although we can hardly here more than make some general statements, because the reliable sources on Baltic dialectal metrics are limited.

8.3. This reviewed method of Baltic metrics will find its way towards Indo-European comparative metrics. As it has already been noted, despite the emphasis that Indo-European metricists have laid on the importance of Baltic meter, this has received much less attention than the Classical or Sanskrit meter. The secondary place of Baltic metrics in the domain of Indo-European metric studies is also due to the lack of descriptive systems within. The new trend offers more opportunities also in this respect, because it seeks to outline the specific development of Baltic metrics on the basis of more than one factor and their correlations. Naturally, similar factors have manifested themselves in every Indo-European (and non-Indo-European) language.

With regard to this aspect it would seem fruitful to carry out a large-scale comparative analysis of German, Slavic and Balto-Finnic metrics. Such a comparative analysis would concern the immediate surrounding of the Baltic area and it has to be able to separate genetic congruences from typological ones in East European metrics.

9. Needless to mention again that the starting point of all this new research perspective should be the detailed elaboration of a multi-factor system of Baltic metrics. In the present paper we have had no space to present in detail this\(^25\), but its principles involved had to be surveyed rather shortly. We claim, however, that we were able to show that it is possible to draw such a multi-factor model and that the possibilities to outline it are highly favourable today. The mutual importance and connections of these factors can only be revealed in depth investigations (according to the particular languages and dialects, genres and historic ages!), nevertheless, the major tendencies can be anticipated in advance.

In general, Baltic metrics is of linguistic (not musical or gestural-choraleal) origin, characteristic is the stichic metrics both in epics and in strophic songs, its basic unit is the syllable and originally it embodies a three-feature system, the inner development of which can leave to a quantitative syllable-tonic metrical system. The main lines of development, however, may be different in each (lingual or generic) case. Quantitative and ictus (stress) systems may emerge together and it is just this "double-determination" that may give rise to a clear form of syllabism. The original forms of syllabism are of stichic and not of strophic-stanzaic character and later there appears homostichism first influencing lines and couples and then larger textual-metrical units as well. In spite of this at that time we do not find a hierarchy of metrically regulated further phenomena within the lines (e. g. compulsory rules between the main and subsidiary stress, or obligatory quantitative substitution). Lines and sets of lines are connected by morphophonic and morphosyntactic parallelism. Meter has falling tone, thus altering the accent-pattern of language but still having its origin in it. Other forms (e. g. rising rhythm, close relationship of the

\(^25\) This should be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
tune and text, rhymes, stanzaic metrics) are considerably later phenomena as a result of outside influences but coming from the potentials of the original forms of Baltic metrics. All this is the historical and developmental "dialectics" of local and universal, individual and general metric rules in the Baltic area.

10. Because of the enormous amount of empirical data it would be most convenient to apply statistical methods in research, to quantify data and to use computer whenever possible. This also has its methodological preconditions, which, however, — since they have been worked out in general modern metric research, — need not be presented in detail here.
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